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The following statements made in this presentation are “forward looking” and are made pursuant to the safe
harbor provision of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995: statements relating to (1) projected
sales (including for individual segments, for specific product lines and for the company as a whole), (2) our
growth strategy, including acquisitions and the integration of such acquisitions, (3) our branding initiatives,
(4) our integration, innovation, and research and development plans, and (5) our cost-savings and network
optimization initiatives. These statements involve risks and uncertainties that may cause results to differ
materially from those set forth in this presentation. Financial projections are based on a number of
assumptions. Actual results could be materially different than projected if those assumptions are erroneous.
Sales, operating income, net income, debt covenant compliance, financial performance and adjusted
earnings per share can vary based on a variety of economic, governmental and competitive factors, which are
identified in our filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including our Forms 10-K and 10-Q
(which can be accessed on our website at www.deanfoods.com or the website of the Securities and
Exchange Commission at www.sec.gov). Our ability to profit from our branding initiatives depends on a
number of factors including consumer acceptance of products. All forward looking statements in this
presentation speak only as of the date of this presentation. We expressly disclaim any obligation or
undertaking to release publicly any updates or revisions to any such statements to reflect any change in our
expectations with regard thereto or any changes in the events, conditions or circumstances on which any
such statement is based. Certain non-GAAP financial measures contained in this presentation, including
adjusted diluted earnings per share, free cash flow, consolidated adjusted operating income and
consolidated adjusted net income, have been adjusted to eliminate the net expense or net gain related to
certain items identified in our press releases. A full reconciliation of these measures calculated according to
GAAP and on an adjusted basis is contained in such press releases, which are publicly available on our
website at www.deanfoods.com/investors.
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Driving to Lowest Cost
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Like other industries, scale advantage in the dairy industry
creates
through economies of
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Focus on Cost

Share leadership
Flat category volumes
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Investment required for
lowest costs
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•

Dean is the U.S. fluid milk
share leader

•

Competitors include five $1-2
billion regional competitors

•

Balance of the industry
remains highly fragmented,
complex and inefficient

8%
Cultured

5%
Other

5%
Juice, Tea
Water

•

Recession drives shopper
value focus

•

90% household
penetration, high
frequency, traffic-driving
category

•

Retailers reduced margins
on private label milk to
drive store traffic

•

Heavy promotion
continues

Features for the week ended August 13, 2010

Private Label Retail Price
Less Raw Milk Cost (Class I Mover)

$2.00

$1.90

$1.80

$1.70

$1.44
$1.60

4 wks ending
August 15th

$1.50

$1.40
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Aggregate total industry margin pool
impact of approximately $1 billion

2010

Operating Income
$ millions

215
203

Recession drives milk
discounting, margin
pressures intensify
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Results benefit as
commodity bubble bursts
as recession begins
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Best 2 quarters ever
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Growing Categories, Leading Brands
Strong Brand Positions

Growing Categories
52 Week
12 Week
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Plant-Based
Milk
Alternatives

Organic
Milk

1%
Flavored
Creamers

Half & Half

Note: Plant-based milk alternatives defined as soy, almond, coconut and rice milk
Source: US Data. Net Sales Growth. Grocery data from IRI through 7/25/10. SPINS data through 7/10/10

1H10 Key Brand Performance
Net Sales Growth %

High-Teens

Low-Single
Digits*
High-Single
Digits**

High-Single
Digits
High -Single
Digits***

* Growth refers to LOL creamer product only
** Horizon sales growth refers to branded milk sales
*** Alpro sales growth on proforma basis

 Outlook fundamentally unchanged
 Continued challenges in Fresh Dairy Direct-Morningstar;
unclear how long environment will persist

 Expect continued strong top line and full year operating
income growth at WhiteWave-Alpro
 Strategy to reduce costs is our first priority and will drive
increased competitive advantage going forward

Remain Focused on Extending Lowest
Cost Position

Gregg Engles, Chairman and CEO
Business Review and Market Update

Joe Scalzo, President and Chief Operating Officer
Driving to Lowest Cost

 On track for $100M+ cost savings in 2010
 Fresh Dairy Direct headcount down by nearly 900 year to
date

 Announced additional plant closure in Southeast, driving
asset utilization
 Leveraging technology to drive distribution costs lower

– Fuel consumption down 2%
– Employee costs down 5%
– Distribution costs per gallon, excluding fuel, down 2%

2 Year Progress Report *

Initial Target

Distribution

$37 M

$50 M

Procurement

$28 M

$50 M

Conversion

$57 M

$85 M

Network Optimization

$23 M

$65 M

FDD-Morningstar Subtotal

WhiteWave
Total:

$145 M

$250 M

$30 M

$50 M

$175 M

$300 M

Progress Toward February 2009 Goal of $300 million of savings over 3-5 years
*Savings estimate through year end 2010

Feb 09 Scope

Emerging Opportunities

G&A

N/A

$30 M +

Milk

N/A

$$ +

$9.0 Billion

At Least
$100 M
Annually

FDD-Mstar
Supply Chain

$250 M

Total Dean Compressible Cost Base,
Excluding WhiteWave-Alpro

$500 M +

Dean Today

The Future Dean Model

Everything to Everyone
Facilities

Abundant and Inefficient
Excess Capacity

Geographic Footprint
inherently inefficient

Multi-year Network Redesign Results in
A Materially Reduced Cost to Serve

Raw Milk
Payments to
Farmers as Set
by Government

Over Order
Premiums

Total raw milk costs of
approximately $5 Billion in 2010

Building internal
capability to procure,
deliver and balance our
raw milk requirements.

•

We have successfully
increased our farmer direct
sourced supply in the
Southeast

•

Farmer direct milk has
increased from 40% to 60% of
supply in these regions

•

Annualized savings of $10
million so far

•

Additional opportunities for
savings in other regions

~$640 Million

•

Peer comparisons have identified
areas of cost reduction and capability
enhancing opportunity

•

Key initial focus areas include Finance,
IT, and Human Resources

•

Near term, we will drive to median-level
costs while enhancing capability

•

Targeting a reduction of structural G&A
costs of over $30 million by 2012

Corporate

Fresh Dairy
DirectMorningstar

WhiteWave
-Alpro

Dean Foods G&A

•

WhiteWave-Alpro performing well

•

Near-term environment remains challenging

•

Current challenges reinforce importance of
strategy to drive to a differentiated low cost
position

•

Accelerating and expanding the breadth and
depth of our cost savings initiatives beyond initial
targets

•

Targeting annual savings of at least $100 million
per year for the foreseeable future

